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I am delighted that you have chosen to visit Florida State University. As both 
an academic administrator and a long-time faculty member in English, I have 
personally been enriched by the welcoming environment, collegial atmosphere, 
and exciting intellectual opportunities that have been part of my life at FSU. As 
the Academic Dean for first- and second-year students, I also have the pleasure 
of working with many programs that make FSU such a special place.

What I find most distinctive about Florida State’s undergraduate experience is 
the way it combines the rich resources of a major research university with the 
nurturing feeling of a small liberal arts college. Faculty members here are deeply 
engaged in creating the knowledge and creative works that you will be studying 
in your classes, and they are eager to involve you in this process. In addition to 
learning from these cutting-edge scholars and artists, you will have the chance 
to participate in their research and creative activities and develop your own—
beginning as early as your very first months on campus. Our network of inter-
national programs will also give you first-hand experience navigating complex 
global issues and problems. We are focused on helping students identify and 
achieve their academic, service, and leadership goals, as evidenced by our repu-
tation as a top producer of Fulbright Scholars and the fact that the three most 
recent Rhodes Scholars from Florida public universities have all been from FSU.

We place a high value on the liberal arts, recognizing the importance of engaging 
students with a broad range of ideas both old and new. Our curriculum invites 
you to explore new ways of thinking, and our award-winning academic advising 
program supports you in this process through expert guidance from orientation 
to graduation. We also offer many ways to make this large university feel small, 
through programs like Freshman Interest Groups, hundreds of clubs and organi-
zations, and immersive experiences in leadership and public service. If you have 
a clear idea of your major and career path, we look forward to helping you shape 
your FSU experience to prepare you both within and beyond the classroom. 
If you are still exploring possibilities, the Exploratory Advising Program will 
guide you step by step toward finding the option that is the best fit for you.

There are many factors to consider in choosing a university, and I encourage 
you to seek a place that you can comfortably call home for the next four years. 
If your choice is Florida State, we will provide you with a network of support 
and a host of opportunities to help you develop as a critical thinker and a global 
citizen who is prepared to make a difference in your community and the world.

Dr. Karen Laughlin
Dean of Undergraduate Studies

Florida State University's Freshman 
Retention Rate is 93 percent.93%
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A Preeminent University
As designated by the state of Florida
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It’s natural to wonder how anyone could achieve so much in four years, but 
when Barbara Dietrick talks about her time at FSU, you can hear the energy 
and resolve in her voice. When visiting FSU as a prospective student, Barbara 
felt that “there was something indescribable about it. I just knew it was right.” 
Her instincts were spot on. When her freshman-year resident assistant intro-
duced her to the wealth of opportunities on campus, from that point on there 
was never a dull moment.

Prior to graduating from FSU, Barbara studied brain-related diseases—mi-
crocephaly, Alzheimer’s, and Parkinson’s—in FSU’s laboratory of biomedical 
sciences. She credits Professor Timothy Megraw’s guidance as a primary factor 
in her success. “He was a fantastic mentor, and from the very beginning he 
gave me a lot of autonomy.” Additionally, Barbara participated in the Under-
graduate Research Opportunity Program. Her senior year, she paid forward 
the mentorship she received by serving as a UROP peer-leader. 

As an FSU Golden Girl, Barbara also had an outlet for her dance talent, which 
culminated in being named captain of the team. Her coach, Brittani Richards, 
“helped me become a leader. She gave me a lot of responsibility and a lot of 
freedom. She truly set me up for future success.”    

This year, Barbara is looking forward to exciting new academic challenges. 
She’s one of only ten students in the state of Florida to receive the Univer-
sity of Oxford’s Frost Scholarship Programme award, and she’ll spend a year 
in England studying fertility and clinical embryology. When she finishes at 
Oxford, she’ll matriculate at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine 
where she’ll pursue the “Genes to Society” curriculum. She will undoubtedly 
be a tremendous asset to her program and her peers. As Dr. Megraw observed, 
“I firmly believe that she will be an excellent physician and caregiver. She em-
bodies everything that the medical profession represents. I would want her to 
be my doctor.”

In the last decade, Florida State University 
has produced more Rhodes Scholars than 
any other college or university in the state 
of Florida.

Barbara Dietrick
Graduated with Honors, Biological Sciences, Spring, 2016

University of Oxford’s Frost Scholarship  
Programme Award, Fall, 2016

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Fall, 2017

#1
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Beyond Graduation
More than two-thirds of FSU graduates seeking employment have at least one job offer by graduation!  

Visit career.fsu.edu to explore resources for planning your future.

THE GARNET AND GOLD SCHOLAR SOCIETY
Stand out through a program that rewards engaged, well-rounded undergraduates 
and increases their marketability to potential employers. 

THE CAREER CENTER
Plan your next move with the Career Center’s comprehensive resources that include 
advising, résumé review, mock interviews, and much more. 

SEMINOLELINK
Get connected when you register with SeminoleLink, which puts you in touch with the 
largest network of career services and recruiting professionals in the world. 

PROFESSIONOLE
Network with alumni and friends of the University who can answer student inquiries 
about career options. 

OF THE 2015 GRADUATES 
COMPLETED AN INTERNSHIP59%

MEMBERS OF THE 2015 GRADUATING 
CLASS LIVE & WORK IN

49 STATES &  
32 COUNTRIES

TOP 5 AREAS OF EMPLOYMENT 
FOR FSU GRADUATES: MARKETING, 
EDUCATION, GOVERNMENT, 
NONPROFIT,  SOCIAL SERVICES
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Students at FSU have been awarded more 
Fulbright Scholarships than at any other 
college or university in the state of Florida.

Rising sophomore Kimberlee McMillin is an expert at making FSU her home 
away from home. She recalls, “FSU has always been in my life. I’ve been going 
to football games since I was about five years old.” Kimberlee is a recipient of 
the Presidential Scholar award, FSU’s premier undergraduate merit scholar-
ship. She also shares her knowledge and experience of FSU by serving as a 
University Ambassador. While many students have school spirit, Kimberlee’s 
enthusiasm is contagious. “I toured campus when I was a senior in high school. 
I've always had a ton of school spirit, and I wanted to impart some of that to 
future ‘Noles.”

Because politics has always fascinated her, she’s pursuing a dual degree in po-
litical science and sociology with minors in political philosophy and statistics. 
“In becoming more educated about issues like women’s rights, I’ve realized 
how legislation impacts my day-to-day life.” Kimberlee has logged 500+ hours 
with the YMCA’s Youth in Government program and gained significant ex-
perience toward her life goals. Those objectives include using her “education to 
stand up for those whose voices may be more quiet than mine,” as either legal 
counsel or a lobbyist. 

With her wide variety of interests, Kimberlee also dove into the Undergrad-
uate Research Opportunity Program (UROP). She recognized a chance to 
explore a particular interest in Ernest Hemmingway without devoting all of 
her studies to it. “I definitely suggest pursuing your passion, even if it’s outside 
your major.” In her role as call coordinator for the Academic Recruitment Or-
ganization (ARO), she loves “telling prospective students that as a freshman, 
I performed research. They always seem shocked, but in reality FSU wants as 
many students as possible to take advantage of research opportunities.”

As a Presidential Scholar, Kimberlee has also interviewed aspiring applicants. 
To those who would follow in her footsteps, she offers these words of wisdom: 
“Share your passions. When you are at the interview stage, we already know 
your have the grades. At that point, we’re looking for individuals who can 
contribute something unique to FSU.”

Kimberlee McMillin
Presidential Scholar

Dual Degree in Political Science and Sociology, 
Minoring in Political Philosophy and Statistics

#1
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Honors Opportunities
Bring your curiosity, desire, and commitment, and FSU will provide caring and engaged faculty; extraordinary 

facilities; and an exceptional learning environment. Visit honors.fsu.edu for more information.

THE HONORS PROGRAM
Achieve your potential by focusing on your academic goals in a 
tight-knit community of exceptional scholars. 

HONORS IN THE MAJOR
Deep-dive into your major over two or three semesters with a 
faculty committee guiding your research thesis or creative project. 

THE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY 
PROGRAM
Pursue a fascinating topic while collaborating with award-
winning professors dedicated to your specific passion. Explore 
UROP at cre.fsu.edu.

THE HONORS, SCHOLARS, AND FELLOWS HOUSE
Enjoy the warmth of this state-of-the-art structure that combines 
cozy study spaces and seminar rooms with the Office of the 
Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program, the Office of 
National Fellowships, and the Honors Program. 

THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN 
A TYPICAL HONORS SEMINAR15
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Nathan Molina, FSU’s Student Government Association (SGA) President, is 
on a mission. He’s confident that when he finishes his term, he and his admin-
istration—the Advance Party—will have made a positive impact on Florida 
State’s campus and the SGA. “Our premise is that the whole is always stronger 
than the sum of its parts.” And his campaign expanded on that theme: Ad-
vance feels that if they can empower all FSU students to reach their potential, 
they know the entire University will reap the benefits. 

As student body president, Nathan draws on earlier leadership experiences 
working as a resident assistant (R.A.) and Orientation leader. Being an R.A. 
was an opportunity to “bring different people together so that everyone could 
benefit from the group dynamic.” As a second-semester freshman R.A., Nathan 
says the experience was about “being surrounded by truly great people.”

Nathan further developed his leadership skills through visiting FSU’s  
LeaderShape Institute. He gained inspiration from guest speakers, including 
Colonel Billy Francis, the Director of the Student Veteran Services Center. 
Colonel Francis speaks highly of Nathan. “He’s someone who has vision, but he 
doesn’t work in a vacuum; he’s empathetic and focused on others. Whatever he 
does will be synergistic—he’ll be a leader who enables people to achieve goals.”

During the time Nathan was a student senator representing his constituency, 
Dr. Craig Filar invited him to the Honors, Scholars, and Fellows House to 
explain how Nathan’s campus involvement could be the basis of a fantastic 
scholarship application. As a result, Nathan has applied for a Fulbright En-
glish Teaching Assistant Award and is hoping to teach English in France. 

“After each year [at FSU], I’ve felt more empowered.” Nathan knows that 
upon graduation, he’ll be prepared to “compete intellectually, and contribute 
meaningfully to society.” His time at FSU has encouraged him to envision 
some extraordinary possibilities for lifelong achievement. “These mentors and 
leaders who opened doors and showed me what was possible are the friends 
I’ll cherish beyond college. My time here will propel my future education and 
my career!”

Nathan Molina
Student Government Association, Student Body President

Double Majoring in International Affairs 
and Political Science, Minoring in Philosophy,

Certificate Program in Leadership Studies

Florida State University has a 
seventy-nine percent graduation rate.79%
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Global Adventures
Big dreams? Spread your wings and fly. As a ‘Nole, the world can be your campus! Florida State has expanded its global footprint 

and boasts 100 international agreements in over 35 countries. From Gap Year possibilities to the incredible opportunities available 
through International Programs, you can expand your horizon as far as your vision will take you. Begin exploring at global.fsu.edu.

GAP YEAR
Take a gap year to engage in international or domestic 
volunteering, internships, or other special activities. FSU is 
proud to be one of the few universities in the country (and 
the second public university) to offer financial assistance 
to students taking a gap year. Students applying for a gap 
year deferment can choose to apply to become a Gap Year 
Fellow, which offers up to $5,000 to support their gap year.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Explore your world through one of the top ranked study 
abroad programs in the U.S., all while taking classes that 
meet your major or minor requirements. Investigate 
further at international.fsu.edu.

FSU GLOBAL SCHOLARS
Hit the road to help others through this program that 
assists in securing summer internships at nonprofit 
organizations in developing countries. 

BEYOND BORDERS
Interact with a different culture by participating in 
this unique exchange program that offers an alternative 
to traditional academic study abroad programs.

STUDENTS WILL STUDY ABROAD 
IN THEIR FSU CAREER1 in 5

FOR THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS STUDYING 
ABROAD EACH YEARFS

U
 I

S 12TH IN THE NATION
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The Journal of Criminal Justice Education 
ranked Florida State's College of 
Criminology and Criminal Justice No. 1 in 
the nation for faculty research.

Looking back, my choice to attend Florida State University was one of the 
most exciting, important, rewarding, and difficult decisions of my life. Like 
many enthusiastic but frightened undergraduates, when I enrolled at FSU I 
was overwhelmed by the size of the campus, variety of majors, and the myriad 
of unfamiliar students who shared my desire to earn a college degree. Despite 
numerous high school accolades, familial and community support, and the 
fact that I received an academic and athletic scholarship, it didn’t take long for 
persistent seeds of doubt to surface that suggested maybe I wasn’t adequately 
prepared to handle the variety of new academic and athletic challenges at such 
a large research university. What if FSU wasn’t the place where I could find 
success at the intersection of my purpose and my passion?

Some things were clear to the admissions committee, coaches, and others. They 
could see I was a solid B student and that I was a talented athlete recruited by 
major football and track programs. But what they couldn’t see was my fear of 
failing to provide a good return on the love, sacrifice, confidence, and faith that 
my loved ones had invested in me. Moreover, I carried the burden of having 
been born in abject poverty, the ninth of eleven children, to parents who did 
not have an opportunity to attend school beyond the seventh grade. Despite the 
overwhelming fear, I also possessed an insatiable desire, a strong faith, an un-
wavering commitment, and a strong trans-generational responsibility to make 
my parents, siblings, and extended family proud by earning a college degree.

The decision to attend FSU has allowed me to realize the validity of my moth-
er’s wisdom when she explained: “Your income, or lack thereof, does not have 
to determine your outcome.” To this end, my most gratifying successes to date 
are not in earning degrees through the doctoral level, but rather in my ability as 
a faculty member to help students, who arrive with unbridled enthusiasm tem-
pered only by fear of the unknown, effectively navigate the collegiate journey in 
search of their passion and their purpose.

Dr. Billy R. Close
Assistant Professor and Director of 

Service Learning and Mentoring in the 
College of Criminology and Criminal Justice

#1
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Ten Ways FSU is Changing the World
Saving Breast Cancer Patients 
FSU chemistry Professor Robert Holton created the drug 
Taxol, which went into widespread use for breast and ovarian 

cancer in 1992. At the time of its approval, the National Cancer 
Institute called it the most important cancer drug created in 15 years.

Helping Young Mothers Raise Healthy Babies 
Mimi Graham, director of the Center for Prevention and Early 
Intervention Policy at FSU, developed a five-book curriculum 

in 1996 for teen mothers, poor families, and pregnant women 
who need support and guidance. More than 3,700 home visitation 
programs across the country use the curriculum.

Creating Feather-Light Carbon Nanotubes to Transform 
the Way Prosthetic Limbs Fit the Body 
FSU’s High Performance Materials Institute is working on 

a state-of-the-art material called buckypaper, which is being tested 
for use in areas such as electronics, energy, medicine, space, and 
transportation. 

Building the World’s Most Powerful Magnets 
The world’s most powerful magnets help expand our 
knowledge of the universe by allowing scientists to 

examine materials as they are bombarded by extremely powerful 
magnetic fields at the FSU-headquartered National High Magnetic 
Field Laboratory.

Pushing the Limits of Artistic Expression at a National 
Choreography Center 
The Maggie Allesee National Center for Choreography 

(MANCC) is the only national choreography center at a major 
research institution in the world. 

Paving the Way on Zika Research 
FSU Professor of Biological Science Hengli Tang, working with 
former grad school classmates, was among the first in 2016 

to scientifically link the Zika virus to the birth defect microcephaly. 

Teaching Babies to Eat through the Power of Music 
FSU Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor of Music 
Therapy Jayne Standley developed the Pacifier Activated 
Lullaby (PAL), a pacifier that uses musical lullabies to help 

preterm infants learn the muscle movements needed to suck and 
ultimately eat. 

Aiding Victims of Human Trafficking 
The Center for Advancement of Human Rights actively 
supports human rights works by providing legal and social 

services for victims of human trafficking in Florida. The Center’s staff 
also trains law enforcement and non-governmental organizations 
throughout the world engaged in human trafficking rescue operations.

Training Physicians to Go to High-Need Places 
The FSU College of Medicine has a special mission to train 
primary care physicians and send them to underserved 

communities throughout the state. The college is among the 
top producers of family physicians in the U.S., according to the 
American Academy of Family Physicians.

Cutting Edge Oil Spill Research 
When Deepwater Horizon spilled 4.9 million barrels of oil 
into the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, people worldwide feared 
the long-term environmental impact. FSU led a $20 million 

investigation into how the Gulf was faring in the aftermath, and many 
of those research projects continue to this day.
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n  Create your Self-reported Student Academic Record (SSAR) at admissions.
fsu.edu using your official high school transcript. To learn about the SSAR, visit 
admissions.fsu.edu/freshman/admissions/ssar.cfm.

n  Apply online at admissions.fsu.edu/undergradapp/. This year’s essay topics 
are described below. Applicants should choose one topic. 
 
 •  Describe an experience from your life that either demonstrates your character 

or helped shape it.

      •  Describe a time when you made a meaningful contribution to others in which 
the greater good was your focus. Discuss the challenges and rewards of 
making your contribution.

    •  Has there been a time when you’ve had a long-cherished or accepted belief 
challenged? How did you respond? How did the challenge affect your beliefs?

n  Submit official ACT (#0734) and/or SAT (#5219) results for every test taken. 

n  Submit the Florida Residency Declaration Form at admissions.fsu.edu/residency/.

n  Submit the FAFSA, available in October.

n  Check departmental websites for important information if majoring in dance, 
film (animation or production), music, or theatre.

n  Log in to the Online Status Check regularly to monitor the status of your 
application at admissions.fsu.edu/StatusCheck/.

Application ProcessFreshman Notification Dates
Application and All Supporting  Decision Available 
Documents Received by    Online on

October 19, 2016   December 8, 2016

January 18, 2017   March 16, 2017

All information used to make an admission decision must 
be received by the published deadlines. For detailed 
information about our admission requirements, visit 
admissions.fsu.edu/freshman.

Florida State University is a member of the Coalition for 
Access, Affordability, and Success. FSU will continue to use 
its institutional online application for 2017 admission. We will 
accept the Coalition application starting August 2017.

FALL 2016 ADMITTED STUDENT PROFILE 

3.9 - 4.3 academic GPA

26 - 31 ACT composite

1770 - 1980 Old SAT

1270 - 1400 New SAT

APPLY
NOW CREATE

YOUR SSAR

APPLY ONLINE BY
OCT 19, 2016^
JAN 18, 2017*

SUBMIT 
OFFICAL TEST

SCORES

COMPLETE THE
FAFSA - AVAILABLE

OCT 1, 2016

MONITOR
APPLICATION

STATUS ONLINE

RECEIVE DECISION ON
DEC 8, 2016^
MAR 16, 2017*

NEWS
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TUITION & FEES

IN-STATE

$6,516

*  The above totals do not include the cost of health insurance. Students who do not show proof of existing comparable coverage may enroll 
in the school-sponsored plan at a cost of $2,262 per year.

Approximate percentage of 
the incoming freshman class 

receiving some type of merit or 
need-based financial aid.

In scholarships, 
fellowships. and

waivers distributed
annually.

“Best Values in Public Colleges”
for 2016 ranks FSU as the 15th

best value among all public 
colleges for out-of- state students 

and 16th for in-state students.
Kiplinger’s Personal Finance

91% $85 Million

Scholarships
High achieving students 
might be eligible for one of 
our merit-based scholarships 
and/or out-of-state tuition 
waivers, regardless of financial 
circumstances.  Students 
admitted in December will 
have priority consideration for 
our admissions scholarships.  
Detailed information about 
the University Freshman 
Scholarship, the Benacquisto 
Scholarship, the National 
Merit Finalist Scholarship, 
and our tuition waivers can be 
found at admissions.fsu.edu/
freshman/finances/.

 

Financial 
Assistance
Florida State offers admission 
to students on a 'need-blind' 
basis.  Your ability to pay has 
no bearing on our admission 
decision.  To apply for need-
based aid, you must complete 
the 2017-2018 Free Application 
for Federal Student Aid 
(FAFSA) in October, but no 
later than December 1, 2016. 
Students can use the IRS Data 
Retrieval Tool to import their 
parent/legal guardian tax 
information onto their FAFSA. 
More information regarding 
the changes to the FAFSA 
can be found at studentaid.
ed.gov/sa/fafsa.

TOTAL IN-STATE

*estimate

$18,064

*estimate

TOTAL OUT-OF-STATE

$33,231

OUT-OF 
-STATE

$21,683 $1,000

BOOKS &  
SUPPLIES

MOST POPULAR 
MEAL PLAN

$3,998

(FALL + SPRING, 15 HOURS PER SEMESTER)

ESTIMATED COST
OF ATTENDANCE

HOUSING

$6,550
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INSIGHT into Diversity magazine 
recognizes Florida State University as one 
of seven Diversity Champion colleges and 
universities in the nation.

Like many of my peers, when I entered college I expected to discover my pur-
pose, pursue my passion, and leave with a roadmap for changing the world. But 
at the beginning of freshman year, I did have some doubts. First and foremost, 
I was concerned that I would get lost in a sea of students. Despite this hesi-
tation, I nevertheless immersed myself in different communities and oppor-
tunities from the first day, pursuing everything from undergraduate research 
and academic scholarships to civic engagement and community service. I soon 
realized my skepticism was utterly unfounded. Florida State is a real home—
not in spite of its size, but because of it. 

The virtue of a large university is the incredible array of ideas, disciplines, and 
aspirations it fosters. Interacting with different perspectives has empowered 
me. I found myself conducting both neuroscience and social-science research. 
These experiences helped reveal my ultimate goal: I want to build a bridge 
between the worlds of medicine and public policy, and I plan to pursue an 
interdisciplinary career trajectory as an aspiring physician and policymaker. 

While participating in research, I began working with underserved communi-
ties by mentoring students in an alternative school in one of Florida’s poorest 
school districts. Confronting complex social problems reinforced my faith in 
the spirit of service. Moreover, collaborating with FSU students who had a 
spectrum of skills motivated me to aim higher, and it led to the first stu-
dent-run mentoring program for college-readiness in the district.

These endeavors underscored that synthesizing various viewpoints is a crucial 
skill. We must harness the power of our diversity to succeed as students, lead-
ers, and thinkers. This philosophy inspired gathering fellow students to envi-
sion and launch the first student-driven, university-wide diversity campaign 
focused on building our capacity to embrace and leverage our differences. 

Almost all of my FSU experiences have unfolded this way—I’ve found myself 
connected to opportunities and individuals that validate who I am and chal-
lenge me to recognize who I can become. My passion and purpose have been 
reinforced and refined. I don’t have the roadmap or all of the answers yet, but 
I know that FSU has nurtured my dreams, and it’s also transformed them for 
the better.

Inam Sakinah
Presidential Scholar

Chair, Student Diversity and Inclusion Council
Double Majoring in Biology and Interdisciplinary 

Social Sciences (pre-Med Track)

1 of 7
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I believe Florida State University is a community that seeks to understand 
your individuality. Every student contributes to the energy of who we are and 
our possibilities as a place of learning. FSU celebrates how we are all alike, how 
groups of us differ, and how each of us is unique. It is exactly your uniqueness 
that creates our thriving community.  

Every year in August, I have a chance to meet forty incredibly unique students 
through the Center for Leadership and Social Change’s Service Leadership 
Seminar (SLS). Created by an FSU student over ten years ago, SLS occurs at 
the beginning of the fall semester. Incoming students to Florida State choose 
to spend a week connecting and applying the concepts of identity, community, 
and change in order to create a purpose-driven collegiate experience. Together, 
students across diverse identities with differing interests learn about themselves 
and others, create bonds of trust and friendship, and commit to transformative 
leadership.   

One of the SLS presenters is FSU student, TEDxFSU speaker, and Tell 
Your Story: Tallahassee creator, Carolina Ruggero. Through the process of 
storytelling, Carolina presents the power of reflection, listening, and curiosity. 
Carolina is a videographer who captures and shares stories on her website 
TellYourStoryTallahassee.com. Each of her videos is a colorful glimpse 
into the complex and beautiful life of one person; together her videos are a 
kaleidoscopic picture of the complexity and variety of our community. Seen 
both individually and collectively, they leave you with more questions than 
answers. Reflected in Carolina’s videos, the FSU community is rich with 
multifaceted, diverse lives—a community stronger and more unique with each 
additional student’s story.  

Carolina is one of many FSU students who humbles me and for whom I am 
grateful. She, along with so many of her peers at Florida State, are change 
leaders on our campus and throughout the local and global community. Across 
a wide range of issues, with and without positions of authority, Florida State 
students are making positive, sustainable changes in our world.  

7,029 Students participated in 
ServScript, completing 369,217 hours 
of service to the community.

Laura Osteen
Director of the Center for Leadership 
and Social Change
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Two years ago one of my students, Angela Minucci, paid me an office 
visit to say she was absolutely terrified of giving a speech in front of 
the class. In tears, she expressed her conviction that she couldn’t possi-
bly perform this act of public speaking, and she asked if she could do 
anything to avoid the assignment. Presenting her work to her peers, 
however, was part and parcel of the exercise. I told her that I believed in 
her, and I knew she could do it. 

This interaction began a series of discussions that focused on public 
speaking’s physical and mental effects. We spoke about breathing ex-
ercises and how to move correctly, allowing excess energy to exit the 
body. Although Angela’s mental barriers were significant—a negative 
experience from her past had expanded into a lifelong fear—we were 
able to work through those issues. In dealing with this anxiety, knowl-
edge and preparedness are the keys to getting past the panic. Practicing 
methods for reducing anxiety in public-speaking situations is a process, 
and Angela was up for the challenge.  

A few months later I was teaching a graduate class, the goal of which 
was to train students in the methods of teaching oral communication 
courses. On the first day of class, I looked out at the assembled students 
. . . and there was Angela. Not only did she complete all of her class 
assignments, but she delivered a twenty-minute lecture to her fellow 
classmates. Angela has been building on her success for several semes-
ters, serving as a teaching assistant who has mastered the art of helping 
others overcome their reticence of public speaking. In turn, these indi-
viduals are on the path to mastering oral communication, too.
 
FSU does this every day. Faculty—and students—help each other 
overcome fears so they can become the best, most productive people 
possible, contributing meaningfully to the world around them. Angela’s 
story is not unusual. This kind of supportive interaction represents who 
we are; it’s part of this university’s culture. It’s one of the institutional 
values of which we are very, very proud.

Dr. Mark Zeigler
Professor, College of Communication and Information

Angela Minucci
Master's Student, Media and Communication Studies

U.S. News and World Report ranks 
Florida State University No. 38 
among top public universities.#38
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Go to class, all classes, all lab meetings. All.

Read assignments before class.

Visit all of your professors and teachers 
during office hours. Prepare before you 
go; start an ongoing dialogue. This will 
help when it’s time for a reference letter.

Go to everything you can: games, music 
events, theater and dance performances, 
debates, films, speakers, residence hall 
programs, spinning classes, gathering 
days at the student union.

Establish a study location. Use it.

Make friends who are not from your 
hometown. Make friends with people who 
are different from you.

Take classes from the hard professors. 
When I was not enjoying a history class 
my sophomore year at Stetson, my dad 
suggested I wasn’t bringing anything to 
the table. He was right.

Exercise daily; even walking helps. 
Eat right. Sleep right.

Get involved, but do it because you care 
about the cause or the people. It’s easy 

to spot the résumé builders.

Don’t let anyone have your mind (a 

minister, mentor, yoga guru). Think for 

yourself.

Develop a relationship with your 

university. Learn to love the place and do 

what you can to make it better. Don’t be a 

complainer.

Have a good attitude. Rain is an 

opportunity to have fun. No parking gives 

you a chance to listen to good music (get 

there earlier, by the way).

Be kind to others, say hello as you walk 

to class, befriend those sitting at a lunch 

table by themselves.

College is a game changer. It prepares 

you to handle anything that will be 

thrown your way in life. It’s not a 

guarantee of success, but your life 

starting point will be far beyond those 

who choose not to go.

Be kind to your parents and 

grandparents. They aren’t all perfect, 

but most are doing their best.

The friends you make in college will 

be your friends for life. Cultivate the 

relationships, value them.

Everyone will tell you this: The four years 

go by very fast. You won’t understand this 

until you are 40.

Your major is your choice, not your 

parents’ decision. Choose one for which 

you have a blinding passion. If you do, the 

career and opportunities will take care of 

themselves.

Do not stress over grades. Do your best. 

Bs and Cs happen, and sometimes that’s 

all right. The goal is to learn something.

Enjoy yourself, your life. Drink coffee. 

Sit under a tree between classes. Have 

a burrito. Sing the school song. Go on a 

date. Read a book. Go on a road trip. 

Be a good person.

20 Tips for Students from FSU Professor Mark Zeigler
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Margarette Swift might be young, but her advice comes from a place of 
wisdom when she says, “Never let circumstances determine who you are.” 
When Margarette was only eight years old, her mother died.  Following this 
traumatic loss, she endured many years of instability in her home life, and it 
wasn’t until her best friend’s mother adopted her that she finally found the 
security and encouragement she needed to thrive. When Margarette earned 
her first A, she and her family celebrated—but with this achievement came 
renewed, and higher, expectations. My mom said, “Don’t be surprised to earn 
an A. Get used to it, and be surprised if you don’t!” 

Margarette’s passion is helping others, and she realized early on that the best 
way to pursue that dream was to go to college. She applied and was accepted to 
FSU through the Center for Academic Retention and Enhancement (CARE). 
Margarette’s goals upon matriculation were to stay focused on her studies, 
manage her time well, and sustain her motivation—and the CARE program 
has assisted her in doing so.

While she had obtained good study habits in high school, Margarette knew she 
would benefit from additional mentorship to avoid the pitfalls that can come 
with being new to college life. As a student who had experienced a disrupted 
home environment, she was eligible to participate in the Unconquered 
Scholars program. Now a junior, her Unconquered Scholar mentor remains 
Margarette’s trusted counselor. “I can go to her for just about anything. She 
was the support I needed.” 

Margarette is majoring in social work with a minor in communications, with 
the goals of pursuing a master’s degree in social work and obtaining a position 
where she can positively impact the foster care system. She’s already putting 
her communication gifts to work. She writes a blog that she intends to turn 
into a book. “I’ve spent this year learning about myself,” she shares, “and I’ve 
always felt that I was meant to write.” Margarette has only encouragement to 
offer anyone who wonders if they can turn a dream into reality. She recounts, 
“The process was really hard, to be honest. But if I can do it, so can you!”

Margarette Swift
Unconquered Scholar

Majoring in Social Work, Minoring in Communications

FSU's top five majors are: Business, 
Biological Sciences, Engineering, 
Psychology, Criminology.
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The Seminole Creed
Values and Morals at Florida State University

The guiding ethical norm at FSU is responsible freedom. As a member of this community, I promise the following:

TRUTHFULNESS
I will be honest and truthful at all times and work for personal 
and institutional integrity at Florida State University.

RESPECT
I will show respect for others, the University, the community, 
and myself.

EXCELLENCE
I will pursue excellence in my learning and living in the 
University and beyond.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND INQUIRY
I will support academic freedom, including the right of 
dissent and freedom of speech.

DIVERSITY
I will learn from and about those who are different and work 
to make the University inclusive.

JUSTICE
I will treat others in a fair manner and strive to make the 
University a community of justice.

CITIZENSHIP
I will act as a responsible citizen in the University and 
beyond, participating in those activities fostering citizenship.

DISCOVERY
I will take time for adventure, discovery, fun, excitement, and 
friendship.
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The Jan and Jim Moran Foundation 
gave $100 Million to establish the Jim 
Moran School of Entrepreneurship.

Jason McIntosh knew he wanted to study business before he got to college, but 
he didn’t know he’d be matriculating at Florida State. “I’m a twin, and my broth-
er and I had always gone to school together.” When it came time to leave for 
college, however, his brother went to Gainesville and Jason came to Tallahassee. 
But this separation wound up being a growth experience. When Jason reflects 
on his time here, he recognizes that “coming to Florida State changed my life.” 

Part of finding his path consisted of exploring the many opportunities FSU of-
fers students interested in business. During the application process to FSU’s en-
trepreneurial program, Jason attended an open house hosted by the Jim Moran 
School of Entrepreneurship. That’s where he met his business partner, Mitch 
Nelson. As undergraduates, these two co-founded DivvyUp—a successful busi-
ness that continues to thrive. 

Before founding their company, Jason and Mitch knew they wanted to give back 
to the community. They approached a local homeless shelter and asked what 
the most pressing need was, and they learned that socks were in short supply. 
So, with guidance—and a start-up loan—provided through the entrepreneurial 
program, Jason and Mitch began purchasing socks, reselling them, and giving a 
pair to the homeless shelter for every pair they sold. Jason and Mitch sold socks 
“anywhere someone would let us put up a tent and a few tables!” 

Currently, Jason and Mitch are pushing to “get DivvyUp to the next level.” They 
have partnered with Dance Marathon, and this fall Jason and Mitch will have 
thirty active Dance Marathon partners. For every pair of socks they sell, one 
pair goes to the local homeless shelter with proceeds donated directly to the 
organization’s charity. 

By coming to FSU and pursuing new opportunities, Jason stepped out of his 
comfort zone. He believes that “college is the best time to start a business. At 
FSU, you have tons of resources. Use your time wisely, and start while you have 
the support system.” Jason and Mitch have certainly learned by doing. More 
importantly, they’ve aptly demonstrated how to build a successful business by 
helping others first.  

Jason McIntosh
Majoring in Entrepreneurship, 

Minoring in Economics
Co-founder, DivvyUp

$100
MILLION
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In 1995, a contribution from Jim and Jan Moran and JM Family Enterprises established 
the Jim Moran Institute for Global Entrepreneurship at the Florida State University 
College of Business. Since 2011, further enhancements to the Institute and its programs 
have been made possible through Jan Moran and The Jim Moran Foundation which, 
in December of 2015, gave FSU $100 million—the largest gift in its history. This 
generous contribution honors the late Jim Moran and creates what will be the nation’s 
largest interdisciplinary, degree-granting school of entrepreneurship.

The Jim Moran School of Entrepreneurship will stand alone, offering and greatly 
expanding the entrepreneurship courses currently taught in the College of Business 
and making them available to all FSU students. No other university connects its 
entrepreneurship curriculum to a set of broad-based outreach programs designed to 
help entrepreneurs and small businesses. The outreach mission will be accomplished 
through the community relationships developed by the school’s faculty and administration, 
as well as through the Jim Moran Institute for Global Entrepreneurship, which will 
remain in the College of Business where it has thrived for more than twenty years.

To ensure complete integration and coordination, the new school will reside under 
the provost and operate much like a college. Provost Sally McRorie appointed FSU 

business professor, entrepreneur-in-residence, and university administrator Dr. Susan 
S. Fiorito as the founding director of the Jim Moran School. The new school will be 
located in the 19,000-square-foot former Guaranty National Bank building, located 
in close proximity to the state capitol, local businesses, and statewide associations. The 
building was generously gifted to FSU by Brian and Kathryn Ballard. The school will 
launch publically in 2018, and graduating students will receive either a BS or a BA in 
Entrepreneurship. 

Because of the vision and generosity of Jan Moran and The Jim Moran Foundation, 
FSU students will have the unique ability to study and practice entrepreneurship from 
an interdisciplinary perspective, working closely with all colleges such as law, social 
work, arts and sciences, information and communications, fine art, education, 
criminology, and others. As Dr. Melvin Stith, former Dean of the FSU College of 
Business, so aptly stated about Mr. Moran, “For him, giving back [didn’t] translate to 
mere dollars. For him, it [meant] opportunity, a chance at self-realization.” Through 
this gift from Jan Moran and The Jim Moran Foundation, students from widely diverse 
academic backgrounds can now obtain entrepreneurial skills that will help them thrive. 
The value such opportunity provides is, without a doubt, incalculable.

Jim Moran School of Entrepreneurship
“The future belongs to those who prepare for it. We are preparing for a great future.” 
—The Philosophy of JM Family Enterprises
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In the spring of 2013, Amelia Estry addressed her graduating class at Deltona 
High School as its valedictorian. Just twelve months later—after Amelia’s first 
year as a physics major at Florida State University—she was performing cut-
ting-edge research on exotic superconducting materials at FSU’s National High 
Magnetic Field Laboratory.

Amelia’s experience at the FSU Physics Department is not unusual. The depart-
ment will soon be recognized as a model program by a national task force on 
undergraduate education, organized jointly by the American Physical Society 
and the American Association of Physics Teachers. One of the primary reasons 
the department is being singled out in this way is that it works to involve under-
graduates in research early in their time at FSU. Amelia was one of the students 
who benefited from that emphasis.

The Physics Department is also being cited by the task force for its “studio 
physics” program, which emphasizes hands-on learning in team situations in-
stead of traditional lectures. Amelia took her first physics classes in the stu-
dio physics program, where she built friendships with other first-year physics 
majors. Studies of students in courses similar to FSU’s studio physics class-
es demonstrate that the relationships students build with each other in these 
learning environments help them persevere during the rigorous challenges en-
countered in a physics degree program.

The research that Amelia performed after her first year as an undergraduate at 
FSU was just the beginning for her. That same summer, she visited Los Alamos 
National Laboratory on a research visit. Less than a year later, she was award-
ed Honorable Mention in the national Goldwater Scholarship competition for 
science and engineering undergraduates. Amelia spent the summer of 2015 per-
forming research at the University of California-Davis, and this summer she is 
working at the Ames Laboratory at Iowa State University. Meanwhile, she has 
continued her research at FSU’s “Magnet Lab.”

The next step for Amelia is to submit applications to some of the nation’s lead-
ing PhD programs in physics. She hopes to begin her graduate studies in the 
fall of 2017.

Amelia Estry 
Majoring in Physics

University Honors Program

The amount of funding Florida State 
University research received last year 
from federal, state, and other sources 
was approximately $200 million.

$200
MILLION
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The top five states from which 
freshmen are admitted to Florida 
State University are: Florida, Georgia, 
New York, New Jersey, Virginia.

I arrived at Florida State University as a shy, bookish freshman and a new-
ly-minted high school graduate. Even though I was excited about beginning my 
college career, I was a bit unsure of what university life would be like. At first, 
I felt overwhelmed by the large student population, the sprawling campus, and 
the heavy demands associated with a rigorous class schedule. 

Residing at Pilot Scholarship House allowed an opportunity to bond with a 
small group of high-achieving students who, like myself, were away from home 
for the first time. Being a part of that housing arrangement also helped me feel 
that I was no longer an anonymous face in a vast sea of students. As I settled 
into college life, my friendship circles grew along with my self-confidence as a 
scholar and aspiring professor.

It was during my undergraduate experience as an English major that I decided 
to continue my studies at Florida State by earning a Master's Degree in Litera-
ture. I was introduced to a number of professors who were engaging classroom 
teachers and brilliant scholars carrying out cutting-edge research—individuals 
who were immersed in the profession to which I aspired. Once I completed the 
MA Program, I received a fellowship to study toward the Doctoral Degree in 
English with an emphasis in African-American Literature at the University of 
Illinois-Urbana. 

My first tenure-track position was at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. I was 
fortunate to be able to teach a group of inquisitive, intellectually curious stu-
dents, and my colleagues were especially supportive of my work. But I longed to 
return to Florida State, the institution that laid the foundation for my academic 
interest in Literary Studies. 

For me, joining the faculty at Florida State represents a return full-circle and a 
welcome opportunity to touch the lives of students who may feel out of place 
in an enormous academic setting. I had spent all of my adult life on campuses 
of some of the best universities in America. Among them all, Florida State 
made a lasting impression upon me not only because of the strength associated 
with courses in a range of disciplines, but also the warm, encouraging, nurturing 
environment—one that allowed me to find my niche and nurture my gift as a 
teacher, scholar, and mentor.

Dr. Maxine L. Montgomery
Professor of English and Associate 
Chair for Undergraduate Studies
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Actuarial Science
Anthropology
Biochemistry
Biological Sciences
Biological Science
   Cell and Molecular Biology 
   Ecology, Evolution, and Environmental    
      Science
   Marine Biology
   Physiology & Neuroscience
   Plant Sciences
   Pre-professional Health Sciences*
   Zoology
Biology/FSU–Teach
Chemical Science
Chemical Science
Chemical Sciences/FSU–Teach
Chemistry
Chemistry
Environmental Chemistry
Classics
Classical Archaeology
Classical Civilizations
Classics & Religion
Greek & Latin
Computational Biology
Computational Biology – Biology
Computational Biology –  Computer 

Science
Computational Science
Computer Criminology
Computer Criminology –  Computer 

Science
Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science (BA)
East Asian Languages & Cultures
Chinese/Business
Chinese & Japanese
Chinese Language & Culture
Japanese/Business
Japanese Language & Culture
English
Creative Writing
Editing, Writing, & Media
English
Literature
Environmental Science
Environmental Science
Environmental Science & Policy
French
French
French/Business
French & German

French & Italian
French & Russian
French & Spanish
Geology
German
German
German/Business
German & Italian
German & Russian
German & Spanish
Greek
History
Interdisciplinary Humanities
Humanities
Women’s Studies
Italian
Italian
Italian/Business
Italian & Russian
Italian & Spanish
Latin
Mathematics
Applied & Computational Mathematics
Biomathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics/FSU–Teach
Meteorology
Applied Geosciences/FSU–Teach
Meteorology
Middle Eastern Studies
Philosophy
Physical Science
Physical Science
Physical Science/FSU–Teach
Physics
Physics
Physics & Astrophysics
Psychology
Religion
Religion
Religion & Classics
Russian
Russian
Russian/Business
Russian & Spanish
Secondary Science and/or 
   Mathematics Teaching
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish/Business
Statistics

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Accounting
Business Administration
Entrepreneurship

Finance
Hospitality Management
Global Club Management
Hospitality Management
Management
Human Resource Management
Management
Management Information Systems
Marketing
Marketing
Professional Sales
Retail Management
Real Estate
Risk Management – Insurance

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION 
AND INFORMATION
Communication and 
   Digital Media Studies
Digital Media Production
Media/Communication Studies
Communication Science & Disorders
Information Technology
Information Communication 
   & Technology
Information Technology
Professional Communication
Advertising
Public Relations

COLLEGE OF CRIMINOLOGY 
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Computer Criminology
Computer Criminology – Criminology
Criminology

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Early Childhood Education
Elementary Education
English Education
Mathematics Education
Multilingual / Multicultural Education
Secondary Science and/or 
   Mathematics Teaching
Science or Mathematics 
   Teaching/FSU-Teach
Social Science Education
Special Education
Exceptional Student Education
Sport Management
Visual Disabilities
Visual Disabilities Education
Visual Disabilities Studies

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Chemical Engineering

Chemical – Biomedical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Chemical – Materials Engineering
Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering
Environmental Engineering – Civil
Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
Art Education
Dance
History & Criticism of Art
Art History
Interior Design
Studio Art
Studio Art
Studio Art (BA)
Theatre
Acting
Music Theatre – Theatre
Theatre

COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCES
Athletic Training
Dietetics
Exercise Physiology
Exercise Science
Family & Child Sciences
Food & Nutrition
Food & Nutrition Science
Retail, Merchandising and 
   Product Development

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Interdisciplinary Medical Sciences
Community Patient Care
Health Management, Policy, 
   and Information
Pre-Health Professions

COLLEGE OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS
Motion Picture Arts
Animation & Digital Arts
Motion Picture Arts – Production

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Music Education
Choral Music Education
Instrumental Music Education
Music Education
Music – Liberal Arts
Commercial Music
Jazz
Music – Liberal Arts

Sacred Music
Music Performance
Brass Performance
Guitar Performance
Harp Performance
Music Performance
Music Theatre – Music
Organ Performance
Percussion Performance
Piano Performance
String Performance
Voice Performance
Woodwind Performance
Music Theory & Composition
Music Composition
Music Theory
Music Therapy

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Nursing
Nursing
Nursing – Accelerated BSN

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
AND PUBLIC POLICY
African-American Studies
Asian Studies
Asian Studies
Asian Studies/Business
Economics
Environment & Society
Geography
International Affairs
Latin-American & Caribbean Studies
Latin-American & Caribbean Studies
Latin-American & Caribbean Studies/   
   Business
Political Science
Russian & East European Studies
Social Science
Sociology

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK
Social Work
Social Work (BSW)

GRADUATE AND 
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Florida State offers over 200 graduate 
degree programs, as well as professional 
degrees in Law and Medicine.

* (Includes Medicine, Veterinary Medicine, 
Optometry, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Physical 
Therapy, and Physician’s Assistant)


